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In the aftermath of the First World War researchers at the British National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) contrived and constructed a new kind of frequency standard. Based on electronically maintained vibrations of tuning forks, their standards suggested hitherto unknown accuracy in measuring high frequencies. Moreover, to ensure the accuracy of these measuring standard they designed another novelty – the first electronic clock. Although the mechanical vibrations of the tuning fork controller continued to determine its pace, designed for and based on electronic technology, the new clock symbolized and helped the turn from mechanical to electronic technology. The transformation to the electronic world is manifested even more clearly with the electronic successor of the tuning fork clock – the quartz clock, in which the hidden electro-mechanical vibrations of the crystal resonator replaced the tuning fork controller.

Notwithstanding the novelty of the new electronic tuning fork standard, it was based on an established tradition of exactitude in the mechanical research of acoustics. The idea of a tuning fork clock, albeit not an electronic one, also originated in that tradition. This article examines how and why the measuring methods developed within the study of nineteenth-century acoustics were taken for twentieth-century electronic technology. In following the history of the electronic tuning fork it points at three major factors that made this transformation possible. First was the rapid development of electronic radio techniques in the 1910s. Yet, no one designed electronic tuning fork techniques just because new means became available. Researchers, rather, devised new methods to answer particular technological needs, as they were defined by military, commercial and governmental organizations in relations to their goals and the current state of technology. Here, I show that the needs and, even more so, the goals were diverse, and that their particularities shaped the technological solutions. Accu-
racy became imperative for World War I research on improved wireless devices and ballistics in France and Britain. Yet frequency measurement standards were developed for governmental and commercial civilian needs at the war’s aftermath. To coordinate telecommunication within their jurisdiction, Governments needed means for measuring frequencies of radio transmissions, which allowed allocating each to a given wavelength band. AT&T needed a common scale of frequencies to prevent clashes in its elaborated telecommunication system and to allow transferring signals between different methods in its use. As in other cases, accurate measuring standards served for coordinating activities within large networks, where agreement about magnitudes was essential for the functioning of the network as a whole. These contemporary needs were the second factor. A third factor was the strong scientific background of the researchers involved. Mobilized to the war effort and recruited to the novel governmental and industrial research laboratories, physics graduates carried out the research on the new frequency measurement methods. Their academic and practical experience in physics enabled these physicists and engineers to adopt not only methods and ideas but also the ethos of exactitude from nineteenth-century acoustic to the electronic technology of the early twentieth century.

Abraham and Bloch

At the eve of the First World War, the tuning fork was the central device in exact measurement of frequencies for music and scientific ends alike. Since 1834, the tuning fork suggested a portable and thus useful ‘measuring stick’ for frequencies, calibrated by a few audial and visual methods. Moreover, tuning forks were incorporated in a few mechanical and electromagnetic instruments that allowed maintaining their oscillations and their use for measuring electromagnetic oscillations. These instruments, however, could not be directly used for wireless since tuning forks could not vibrate at the high frequencies (of thousands of cycles per second – Hertz) commonly in use in radio communication. A way to apply the tuning fork for measurements in the new realm was suggested by a new device – the multivibrator.

The ‘multivibrator’ originated in the French military research on radio communication. Henri Abraham, a physics professor at the École normale supérieure, and Eugène Bloch, an active physicist and a teacher at a lycée, invented the device. Recruited to help research at the military radio-telegraphy, Abraham and Bloch examined some anomalies with the behaviour of valve amplifiers in use. These amplifiers were based on the novel ‘triode’: an electronic vacuum valve with an additional third electrode, called ‘grid’, which controls the electric discharge from the ‘cathode’ to the ‘anode’. Applied for emitting and receiving electromagnetic waves and for amplifying currents, triodes (also known as ‘audions’) became the basis for wireless communication during the war. They have kept their central role in electronics until the advent of the transistors in the early 1950s. Before the
war, AT&T developed triodes, originally invented for transmitting voice over wireless, as amplifiers for telephony, the main business of the corporation. Other researchers refined and applied the improved tube for radio, where it opened up new possibilities. French researchers, however, had not entered the development of triodes until the beginning of the war. Yet, during 1914–15, enjoying American and German knowledge, actual prototypes and the expertise of Abraham and other civil scientists and engineers, the French military radio-telegraphy devised and produced state-of-the-art valves and multi-valve amplifiers. Its researchers continued to spend much effort in their improvement.\(^5\)

Examining such multi-valve amplifiers during 1916–17, Abraham and Bloch ‘noticed irregular discharges in these devices’. On further examination they identified the cause of the discharge in the way the triodes were connected to each other. At this point they realized that they could employ this interfering discharge, which they originally tried to remove, to determine high frequencies used in radio, a basic step for further measurements in radio research. Oscillating tens of thousands times in a second, much higher than vibrations hitherto used and studied, radio waves posed a new challenge for frequency measurement. The war research sharpened the challenge as it brought with it significant advancements in radio, and scientists with an interest in exact measurements to its study. Contemporary wave-meters, however, were insufficient for the new requirements as they hardly exceeded an accuracy of one per cent.\(^6\) Abraham and Bloch, therefore, seized the new effect they found in unconventionally connected triodes to improve the accuracy of frequency measurements.

Consequently, the two physicists changed the goal of their research. Instead of using the triodes for amplifying alternate current without changing its frequency as they initially tried, they used triodes to multiply known frequencies. Rather than eliminating the discharge as needed for their original goal, they augmented it by coupling the triodes in a new manner: connecting the grid of each triode to the anode of the other triode through a capacitor (Figure 8.1). This connection generated periodic discharges between the valves. The new device could generate electric oscillations in many frequencies that are exact integer multiplications of the input frequency. Following the way they appeared (and heard) in acoustics, students of periodic phenomena dubbed such oscillations ‘harmonics’. According to Abraham and Bloch their new device ‘is true extraordinary rich in harmonics reaching an order of 200 or 300. [Therefore] we gave this device the name multivibrator, which reminds this remarkable property’. Due to its production of high harmonics, the multivibrator allowed generating high frequency oscillations from low frequency oscillations. Since precise and stable low frequency vibrations were easier to produce, the method offered high frequency oscillations of higher stability than could be produced by direct means. These oscillations could be the basis for a new frequency meter for radio frequencies.\(^7\)
Abrahams and Bloch chose the tuning fork as the reference for the low frequency multiplied by the multivibrator. Thereby, they employed its mechanical precision for the novel electronics. During the nineteenth century scientists, like Ernst Chladni, Jules Lissajous, Herman von Helmholtz and Lord Rayleigh and instrument makers like Rudolph Koenig, studied and improved the stability, purity and exactness of the tone produced by the U-shape tuning fork in common use by musicians. In their hands it became the most precise device to measure frequencies. They also employed it to regulate the production of sound pitch and as a timer for short intervals. By employing the tuning fork, Abraham and Bloch connected the new field of electronic oscillations to the established tradition of physical research on mechanical vibrators.

Yet, the multivibrator could not be directly connected to the mechanical vibration of the tuning fork, but only to electric oscillations. Thus, Abraham and Bloch connected the multivibrator to a circuit whose frequency was equal to that of the tuning fork. To ensure the equality, they transduced the electro-magnetic oscillations of the electric circuit into mechanical wave, i.e. sound, through a telephone receiver, a common tool in early electronic laboratories. Comparing the sound heard through the telephone with the tuning fork’s pitch, they reached a deviation of no more than one-thousandth between the two, as higher differences produced audible beats. This mechanical-electrical transduction reduced the accuracy in one order of magnitude, since the frequency of their 1,000Hz (near Soprano do) tuning fork was stable to within one in ten thousand. As common in the acoustic tradition, the latter frequency was determined through a
comparison to a clock, since frequency is the inverse of time, and time was determined more exactly than any other magnitude. Using a known method, Abraham and Bloch, recorded the vibrations of the tuning fork on a photographic film and compared them to the second beats of an astronomical clock. In this method, they connected the tuning fork to a small synchronous motor to reduce the rate of its marks on the film. The harmonics produced by the multivibrator-based tuning fork could be served as a high frequency wave meters, of about one order of magnitude more precise than those in common use.9

Shortly thereafter, researchers dispensed with the audial comparison, which reduced the precision, and incorporated the tuning fork into an electronic circuit. Interestingly, at about the time they developed the multivibrator, Abraham and Bloch invented a triode circuit that oscillated at the frequency of an embedded tuning fork. Still they did not suggest connecting this circuit to the multivibrator. In their method, the mechanical vibration of a tuning fork (or a pendulum) induced alternating magnetic force and consequently an electric current at its period in induction coils, placed in proximity (Figure 8.2). Simultaneously, alternate electric current in the coils induces a changing magnetic field, which exerts a force on the magnetic tuning fork. At suitable frequencies this alternating force maintains the mechanical vibration of the tuning fork against damping. Since the triode electric circuits were flexible enough to oscillate in a range of frequencies, the mechanical vibration forced the frequency of the electric current in the circuit to its own period.10

Figure 8.2: A triode-maintained tuning fork. T is a permanently magnetized tuning fork, AC and GC are two induction coils, connected to the triode (V), one to its cathode (F) and the other to its grid (G), A is the Anode.

Originally, Abraham and Bloch developed the pendulum-controlled triode circuit to maintain steady alternating currents of a few cycles per second, in order to amplify low frequency oscillations for unspecified needs of the military radio-telegraphy.\textsuperscript{11} Coupling a pendulum to an electromagnet was common in electric pendulum clocks.\textsuperscript{12} Abraham and Bloch’s novelty lay in coupling the mechanical vibrator to an electronic circuit based on the new triode valves. Once they had a low frequency circuit based on the pendulum, extending their method to the tuning fork was a simple step. Beginning with Lissajous and Helmholtz in the 1850s, scientists and instrument makers had already suggested magnetic coupling of vibrating tuning forks to electric circuits. The connection of the tuning fork to electromagnetic systems was, thus, common within a tradition of exact measurement. Moreover, in 1915, Amédée Guillet, a lecturer at the Sorbonne, devised the first electric tuning fork chronometer, based like Abraham and Bloch’s device on magnetic coupling. Yet, unlike Abraham and Bloch, Guillet did not use electronic valves, but employed, instead, a carbon microphone as a current rectifier. His device was exact only for short intervals, but probably satisfied its role for laboratory measurements. As a student of Gabriel Lippmann, Guillet had a strong interest in metrology especially of electromagnetic units but also of time. His chronometer incorporated a method for keeping the vibrations of tuning fork, which he had previously developed for exact measurement, with a new method for counting the electric oscillations. Since Guillet published his suggestion, and moved in the same circles as Abraham and Bloch, they must have heard about his method.\textsuperscript{13} Yet, they did not need Guillet’s particular suggestion to know that one can couple tuning forks to electric circuits.

Eccles, Jordan and Smith

The war research on improving wireless led also the Brits William Eccles and Frank Jordan to invent a similar method of ‘sustaining the vibration of a tuning fork by a triode valve’, independently. Interestingly, Eccles and Jordan developed the method to measure the magnifying power of valve amplifiers, a goal for which Abraham and Bloch designed the multivibrator. Later, Eccles traced the origins of this work to commercial motivations. Namely, in 1914, he suggested the use of tuning fork to circumvent a patent of the German firm Telefunken, which allowed using only one amplifier for both sound and radio waves regardless of the differences in their frequencies. It reduced, thereby, electric consumption and expenses on additional amplifiers and thus threatened to dominate radio. Eccles tried unsuccessfully to utilize the harmonics of a tuning fork to reach both audial and radio frequencies from one vibrator. He had already been a notable expert on radio communication both in its theoretical understanding and in its practical uses. A reader at University College London, he had carried out many studies on a range of radio topics from wave detectors to the ionosphere.\textsuperscript{14}
During the war, Eccles consulted a few military arms on the radio. For the needs of his new clients, he modified the tuning fork circuit, most importantly by incorporating a triode. With the help of Jordan, an ‘electrician’ and a ‘lecturer of physics’ at the City and Guilds College in which Eccles became a professor of applied physics and electrical engineering in 1916, he ‘found that a generator of remarkable constancy [in voltage and frequency] had arisen’. While the constancy of the frequency stood at the centre of their design, the precise value of the frequency was less important for their measurements. Yet, they soon found another military application for the triode-maintained tuning fork – secret transmission of pictures, which hinged on precise synchronization of frequencies.

A few methods for transmission of pictures by electromagnetic signals were known at the time. Eccles and Jordan based their system on the 1904 method of the German physicist Arthur Korn. As with most facsimile methods, in Korn’s method an electric ‘eye’ moved in front of the picture, scanned it and translated its luminosity into electric signals. A light beam repeated the motion of the ‘eye’ in the receiver, producing a copy of the picture on a chemical paper. Korn suggested a mechanism by which the motion of the source controlled the motion in the receiver to ensure synchronization. Instead, Eccles and Jordan controlled the period of each end through a separate tuning fork, dispensing with the need to send signals about their motion. Since one could not reproduce the picture without knowledge of the period of the ‘eye’, the system could be used for secret signalling. The system required high degree of agreement in the frequencies of the two tuning fork circuits. Since the mechanical period of the ‘electric eye’ was much lower than that of a tuning fork, Eccles and Jordan needed a mechanism to reach lower frequency. This was easy to find; a means to couple the tuning fork to low frequency electric oscillators was well known. In 1875, a Danish inventor Poul la Cour had invented the phonic wheel – a kind of electric motor that turns at a known fraction of a tuning fork’s frequency – for synchronization in telegraphy. Rayleigh claimed to have invented the device independently for his needs in acoustical research, three years later. As with Abraham and Bloch, the novelty of Eccles and Jordan was in connecting known mechanic and electric methods to the new triode valve.

Frank E. Smith, the head of the NPL division of electrical standards and measurements, used Eccles and Jordan’s triode-maintained tuning fork to measure very short time intervals. Smith did not try to improve telecommunication, but ballistics. In his war project he measured projectiles’ velocities. With David Dye he recorded the electric current induced by projectiles passing through coils on running cinematograph paper and compared their marks with steady marks of time. For the latter end Smith ‘used first a purely electrical arrangement, and found that a very constant frequency (about 1,000 per second) could be obtained ... For certain reasons, however, it was thought desirable to employ a tuning fork,
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and one of those had been borrowed from Professor Eccles. The marks made by the tuning fork attained ‘an error not greater than one fifty-thousandth of a second’. This was probably the first application of an electronic circuit for precise time measurement, although the tuning fork had already been used for timing before in mechanic and electromagnetic instruments. Smith’s transformation of the electronic tuning fork method from frequency to time measurement displays the close connection between standards of time and frequency.

Dye and the NPL

Ballistics was not part of the regular expertise of the NPL’s division of electrical standards. Normally, the division engaged with studies related to electromagnetism and its commercial use. With the development of radio communication, frequency measurements became a central concern of the division, answering a growing interest from the government, the military and private companies. With the end of hostilities the military remained the major user of wireless communication with high stakes in measuring and controlling frequencies. High frequency (by contemporary standards), stability and accuracy of senders remained a central concern of the Admiralty, which requested apparatuses for measuring wavelengths from the NPL throughout the 1920s. With the rapid development of civilian wireless broadcasting, the British post office, responsible for civilian communication joined the request for high frequencies standards at the middle of the decade; towards its end a commercial company like Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. deemed the field useful enough to fund research carried out at the NPL.

Until 1921, wireless was used overwhelmingly for point-to-point (or to a few points) two-way communication by the military arms, a few commercial companies and amateur operators. The swift emergence of public broadcasting, i.e., transmitting signals from one broadcaster to a large number of listeners who are unable to transmit signals back, posed new challenges for governments. Along with the growth of two-way transmission, the emergence of broadcasting stressed governmental interest in dividing the useful electromagnetic spectrum to many communication channels. To this end governments had to allocate a relatively small band for each station. Interference between transmissions at overlapping, or even nearby, wavelengths posed another problem for the allocation and regulation of the electromagnetic spectrum. Such regulations meant standards in two senses of the term: as specifying the technical requirements, like the deviation of the actual frequency from the allocated one, and as providing the means to check whether these rules are kept. The latter required refinement in the precision and accuracy of measuring methods.
Within the NPL, frequency standards became the expertise of Dye. Dye joined NPL's electrical measurement division in 1910, after studying engineering at the London Guilds Technical College. ‘A brilliant but rather irascible scientist’, he showed ... a wonderful instinct for measurements of the very highest accuracy; and especially for the attainment of this accuracy by means of perfection of the mechanical construction of his instruments.’ Thus, upon Smith’s departure in 1919, the thirty-two-year-old Dye succeeded him as the head of the division. While heading the division Dye returned to formal studies, attaining a Doctor of Science degree in 1926.21

The war-related research provided Dye new techniques for measuring high frequency. In 1919 he adopted Abraham and Bloch’s multivibrator and their methods in examining extant standards of radio frequency. Improving on the inventors he combined, probably for the first time, the multivibrator to the triode-maintained tuning fork, on which he had learnt from Eccles and Jordan. Well familiar with the use of the latter from his research on ballistics, Dye saw its combination with the multivibrator as a simple step.22 He regarded the combined system as the future standard for high frequency and continued improving it in the following years. Dye directed his efforts into two main goals: increasing the precision of the system, and extending its use for higher frequencies. By 1922 he could measure frequencies of $10^7$Hz. To this end he connected two multivibrators in cascade.23 Already in 1921 the NPL was satisfied enough with the accuracy to adopt the tuning fork–multivibrator device (with a one multivibrator) as its standard for radio frequency in its reliable range of up to 150 KHz (below broadcasting range). Yet, as is common in the work on standards, which includes recurrent refinements, Dye continued examining the precision of the apparatus, and especially its most important component – the electronically maintained tuning fork. He experimented with variations in the frequency of a tuning fork under changing physical conditions like temperature, magnetic field and modifications in the triode circuit, comparing the affected tuning fork to one that was ‘kept invariable as possible’ under constant temperature and pressure.

But how does one know that a tuning fork circuit under invariable conditions actually keeps a constant frequency? To this end it should be compared to a stable standard. Since frequency and time are two sides of the same periodic motion, the tuning fork periods could be compared to those of a standard astronomical clock. Therefore Dye needed a way to count the tuning fork’s vibrations. He constructed a more elaborate system than Abraham and Bloch who marked the vibrations of the tuning fork on a cinematic tape and compared them to those of a standard clock. Forty years earlier, the instrument maker Rudolph Koenig designed a mechanical clock controlled by tuning fork. Like Dye, Koenig did not have a direct interest in horology but devised a clock to determine his tuning forks’ frequencies by comparing the rate of the clock to
that of a standard pendulum clock. Dye followed a similar track, yet he relied on the new triode technology. With that technology, Dye constructed what was arguably the first electronic timekeeper.

Following Eccles and Jordan’s design for secret facsimile, Dye employed a twenty-tooth phonic wheel to reduce the 1,000 Hz vibration of the tuning fork. The phonic wheel drove a 50:1 worm wheel, which closed an electric circuit ‘once each 1000 alternations’, marking thereby a dot on a chronograph tape, in a manner similar to that suggested by Smith to record the motion of projectiles. Moreover, by adjusting the electromagnetic properties of the circuit, the motor that drove the chronograph was put in synchronization with the tuning fork. ‘In this way the tuning fork records its own frequency directly on the chronograph without any attention and with extreme accuracy’. Comparing the ‘second’ dots made by the tuning fork with those marked by a standard second pendulum clock, Dye observed the accumulated error in the period of the former. With assistants he continued to carry such comparisons for longer intervals of up to a week on the same tape. By 1932 ‘[t]he frequency stability over hourly periods [was] of the order of 5 parts in $10^8$, and over weekly periods, 3 parts in $10^7$; the latter was at the same order of magnitude as the best mechanical pendulum clocks of the time, and the short-range accuracy approached that of the most exact electro-pendulum clocks.’

Beyond the purposes of wireless communication, for which he had begun the research, Dye regarded the tuning fork circuit as a precision time standard. As such he deemed it useful for measuring relatively short intervals of time (as he had done with Smith), possibly even ‘to observe variations in the hourly rate of standard clocks.’ He had not, however, connected the tuning-fork-controlled phonic wheel to a clock mechanism that would allow continuous reckoning of time and its continuous display. That Dye did not take this step does not seem to originate in technical difficulties. It rather reveals his lack of interest in making such a continuous display tuning fork clock, as it did not seem to serve any concrete aim, and its construction did require meticulous work.

Bell’s Tuning Fork Clock

While state agencies sought exact standards of frequency for coordinating wireless communication under their jurisdiction, AT&T needed them to integrate its extended telecommunication system, known as the ‘Bell system’. During the 1910s the world’s largest telecommunication company introduced electronic technologies to its network. These included new radio techniques, which allowed transmission of the human voice over a distance, to complement its extensive wired network and the array of services it provided. It also developed new methods to multiply the number of conversations that could be transmitted
over its wired network (called multiplex telephony). A common standard for measuring these oscillations was a prerequisite for coordinating the expanding number of methods in use, as it was necessary for attaining smooth transmission of signals between them. Accurate standard allowed also increasing the number of transmission in multiplex telephony, and in the wireless waveband allocated to the corporation, as each could be confined to particular frequencies. Its construction was a task given to a group of researchers with backgrounds in physics and engineering headed by Joseph Warren Horton, a physics graduate, at the corporation’s research department.

For the basic frequency standard of the Bell system, Horton’s team adopted the French and British novel triode maintained tuning fork technologies, albeit in a modified arrangement suggested by researchers of the American Bureau of Standards (BoS). Since the Bell system required precise knowledge of a wide range of frequencies, Horton’s group invested much effort in refining the stability and accuracy of their standard, and in methods for multiplying its value. To allow sensitive measuring of frequencies to within 100 Hz at a wide range, the group chose a tuning fork of that period (ten times lower than Dye’s), and devised a special system for reaching any multiplication of its value up to 100,000 Hz. Still, the accuracy of the system clearly depended on that of fundamental tuning fork. Within the tradition of exact measurements in acoustic and independently from Dye, Horton suggested comparing the tuning fork, which should have ‘the general characteristics of a good clock’, with the astronomical timekeeper. Unlike Dye, Horton was not satisfied with connecting the tuning fork only to a tape chronograph; instead he suggested controlling a clock mechanism by the tuning fork. By June 1921 Bell’s tuning fork drove a clock mechanism through a synchronous motor and a commutator that reduced the frequency of Horton’s design. Unlike the chronograph, the tuning fork clock moved continuously, allowing the observation of small errors as they accumulated over time. The same mechanism that transferred the tuning fork vibration into a mechanical rotation for driving the clock allowed marking of time signals on a chronograph for monitoring possible fluctuations over shorter intervals. The researchers invested much effort in developing a suitable synchronous motor for driving the continuous clock mechanism.

Arguably, the coupling of the basic frequency standard to a clock was the greatest and most important novelty of the system. The idea and the means to accomplish it had precedents. Still, both the linkage of radio frequency to continuous time measurement and the construction of a clock on an electronically maintained tuning fork (which suggests a steadier operation than Guillet’s earlier microphone mechanism) were important original steps of the group. Dye followed a similar track but was satisfied in comparing the NPL’s frequency standard to a timekeeper over limited intervals. Horton’s group, however, con-
ceived AT&T’s frequency as a continuous reference for tuning and measuring frequencies of electric oscillations at the Bell system. The NPL, on the other hand, regarded its central standard as a means for calibrating other devices used as secondary standards; its continuous operation was not deemed important for its main purpose. Since Bell’s frequency standard operated continuously, its researchers sought a continuous method to inspect its performance.¹⁰

By comparing the tuning fork clock to the laboratory clock, the group concluded that the former is exact to within about 6 parts in 1,000,000, well within the needs of the Bell system, set in 1923 at one part in 100,000. Still, the group continued improving the accuracy of its standard, reaching an accuracy of three parts in 1,000,000. Since this accuracy was higher than that of their laboratory electric pendulum clock, the researchers established it by direct comparison with the radio signals from the naval astronomical clock. The accuracy of the tuning fork clock was only one order of magnitude lower than that of the BoS’s standard clock. Still in 1927, Horton’s group suggested improvements in the mechanism that would increase the accuracy by about twenty-fold; as mentioned, such accuracy was attained later by the NPL in its chronometer. The increase of interest of the Bell group in horology can be seen in its use of the clock fork for exact time measurements. In January 1925, Warren Marrison at the laboratory recorded the timing of the total solar eclipse at different locations in the northeast USA. Stations at each of these locations sent a signal through telephone line to the laboratory in New York, where it was marked against the time signals from the tuning fork.³¹

In autumn 1927, when Horton and Marrison announced the higher new accuracy of their tuning fork clock, it had already been eclipsed by their own new quartz clock. Soon, workers in the field adopted quartz frequency standards, as they proved more stable and could reach wider range of frequencies that became useful for electric communication than the tuning forks. Although based on different physical phenomenon – piezoelectricity, the mutual influence of electricity on pressure in crystals, the research on the new quartz standards continued that on the tuning fork. Many of the electronic techniques in use were very similar. In particular, Marrison followed the work on the tuning fork standard in developing a quartz clock to monitor the period of the piezoelectric frequency standard. With their high accuracy, quartz clocks became the most popular device for exact timekeeping, replacing the pendulum clocks, and apparently obstructing the development of tuning fork clocks. Tuning fork controllers became important again with the minimization of electronics after the advent of the transistor. An electronic tuning fork watch developed in the late 1950s paved the way for the quartz watch, which has since became ubiquitous, as the electronic tuning fork clock paved the way for the quartz clock in the 1920s.³²
Conclusions

The triode-maintained tuning fork clock, the first electronic clock, resulted from an accumulation of small steps. Innovations consisted of quite minor additions and modifications of previous methods, which in retrospect often seem straightforward or even trivial. Once the triode became a central powerful device of wireless technology, connecting the hitherto electromagnetically maintained tuning fork to the electronic valve was quite straightforward; although Abraham and Bloch did not connect the new device to their multivibrator, to Dye such a connection seemed quite trivial. Since the idea of comparing tuning fork frequency to a clock was well known, it seems simple to connect its electronically maintained version to a chronograph; the means to do so were known and only required some modifications: the phonic wheel motor, the chronometer and the mechanism for marking dots on tape. Driving a clock dial, and not only a dot-marking mechanism from the phonic motor, did not require much imagination, especially as the phonic wheel had already been used for timers. Arguably the only innovation that was not based on a previous device was that of the multivibrator, which still relied on a known idea of producing harmonics.

This gradual process does not offer great ‘Eureka’ moments, yet it represents many important inventions.33 And, indeed, it was a process of invention. It was not merely a process of refinement and improvement, as the end result – a highly accurate electronic clock and a system of radio frequency standards – is clearly different from the original electromagnetic tuning fork. Moreover, this electronic device opened the way for overthrowing centuries-old mechanical horology by the quartz clock.

Still, carrying out these small steps required specific reasons for contriving the innovations, knowledge of and preferably experience with the related technologies, and some ingenuity. Otherwise many more researchers would have suggested each innovation. To take an example: that two resourceful researchers like Abraham and Bloch did not connect their own multivibrator and triode-maintained tuning fork suggests that the step required some ingenuity. That Guillet did not incorporate triodes in his new electromagnetic tuning fork clock suggests the crucial role of the inventors’ experience with electronic technologies, in addition to their knowledge of the tuning fork methods, of which also Guillet was an expert. The researchers discussed in this article designed their methods for specific aims, like measuring amplification power of triodes, synchronization in secret signalling, measuring velocities of projectiles, or the frequencies of different radio waves. The crucial role of their specific aims is well illustrated by the difference between the otherwise equivalent uses of the tuning fork frequency standard at the Bell system and at the NPL. Since only Bell required continuous reference to measure frequencies in its system, Horton’s group constructed the first electronic clock, while Dye was satisfied with a chronometer.
Most, but not all, of these specific technological goals originated in efforts of improving methods of wireless communication for military, commercial and governmental interests. Under the pressure of the Great War, scientists and engineers applied their expertise in exact measurements and in electronics for military aims, resulting in triode tuning fork methods. Nevertheless, Dye, Horton and their colleagues developed the electronic tuning fork frequency standards for the novel needs of telecommunication as a mass technology. Precise knowledge of frequency was necessary for an efficient coordination and integration of large telecommunication system, providing an immediate reason to construct accurate frequency standards. Exact frequency standards answered the commercial interest of AT&T and the social interest of the government in regulating and fostering radio communication. While standardization had a social function, its roots were in scientific practice. Scientists and scientific instrument makers had turned the tuning fork into a high precision instrument for laboratory measurements of acoustics and time. It was scientists and academic engineers who transferred the tuning fork from a research instrument to a central device of wide scale telecommunication, which required precision hitherto limited to the scientific laboratory. While Horton, Dye and their colleagues developed basic tuning fork standards for the techno-social goals of their institutes, like good metrologists they sought to improve the precision of their standards, also beyond their practical goals. That the major use of the tuning fork clock qua clock was to help investigating natural phenomenon (sun eclipse) suggests that the precise instrument still had a scientific value, even when it served the technological need of a giant corporation.
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1. I wrote this article while I enjoyed a Marie Curie fellowship of the Gerda Henkel Foundation.


11. Normally, triode valve circuits oscillated at much higher frequencies.


15. Jordan’s affiliation is mentioned in his patents, e.g., ‘Improvements in application of thermionic valves to production of alternating currents and in relaying’ GB 155854, filed 17 April 1918. ‘A list of the principal reports of experiment and investigation received by the Board of Invention and Research of the Royal Society from August 1915 to February 1918’, National Archives Britain (hereafter NAB), ADM 293/21, also in 212/159.


19. On the request from these bodies see *Annual Report of the National Physical Laboratory for the Year 1919* (Teddington: National Physical Laboratory) for the years 1920 (p. 63), 1923 (p. 84), 1924 (p. 77), 1926 (p. 11), 1928 (p. 13), and D. W. Dye, ‘A Self-
Notes to pages 000–000


22. Dye casually mentioned the use of the tuning fork circuit in the 1919 NPL report (p. 51). Only in the 1921 report did he add that its combination with the multivibrator was ‘an improvement first introduced at the Laboratory’ (p. 75).


24. The idea of a mechanical tuning fork clock preceded its use for calibration, and it continued to be used also for other ends. D. Pantalony, Altered Sensations: Rudolph Koenig’s Acoustical Workshop in Nineteenth-century Paris (Dordrecht: Springer, 2009), pp. 100–5.

25. By electronic I mean here circuits whose mechanism relies to some extent on the properties of discrete electrons, as distinct from other electromagnetic properties.


33. The steam railway seems as a famous example for such a gradual invention.